
The Brexit opportunity – a new fishing
policy

It is time for us to consider how the UK should use its new won powers of
self government once the notification has been sent that we are leaving.  The
Repeal Bill should more properly be called the Great Continuity Bill, as it
will simply confirm all current EU laws and policies as good UK laws and
policies. As soon as it is through the UK Parliament can then get to work
amending and improving the inherited law. The most obvious place to start is
fishing.

The UK as a sovereign country again can establish its territorial waters out
to 200 miles from our coast or to the media line with another country’s
seaside. The UK can decide what regulations to impose on fishing in these
waters. Out must go the idea of quotas with discards of dead fish. The first
new rule should be that the fisherman lands all his catch, rather than waste
dead fish by putting them back.  With modern technology the Regulator could
see what is being caught and could if damage is being done to our fishing
grounds require the fisherman to move on or amend his fishing practice. A
local regulator should be able help fishermen choose the right net mesh and
find the best locations to take more of the fish we want to catch and avoid
more damage by catching too many of the wrong size and kind of fish.

The UK will of course need to discuss its new arrangements with neighbouring
countries, including Iceland and Norway outside the EU, and France and  the
Netherlands inside the EU. There is also the issue of current rights to quota
held by Spanish and other fishing interests. Do you think there should be
some kind of transitional arrangement for those who have bought businesses
and quota? What rights will these fishing businesses have when we decide to
change our approach and are no longer under the control of the Common Fishery
policy?

The UK will be a full member again of the world bodies for fishing.
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